
FONT LICENSING
know-hows 



FONT LICENSING: a complicated world

-   confusions & misinformation on the laws
-   problem in understanding
-   wrong assumptions of free use
-   no knowledge about licensing process (esp. us designers)
-   complicated texts in the licence agreements
-   confusing esp. in case of multiscript fonts
-   incomplete agreements at times (no LOGO USAGE included)
-   downloading pirated fonts leading to copyright 
    infringements out of lack of knowledge about using EULA



2016 Lawsuit filed

LICENSE 
Infringement

https://www.courthousenews.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/cher-font-suit.pdf Copyright: PLAINTIFF NADAV, Graphic Designer & well-known Typographer



2016 Lawsuit filed
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no clarity 
on LOGO 
USAGE  >>



2018 Controversy

LICENSE 
Infringement



“ “
IT IS A DESIGNER’S RESPONSIBILITY TO 
READ EVERYTHING in EULA

Paris Pro Typeface is amazing typeface. And yes, you will love using it. The reason 
that the license has limitation is precisely for those cases. Huge companies think 
they can buy $60 fonts and create their world. So no. All companies know it. Some 
of them decide to ignore it and pay for their lawyers instead. It takes me 2.5 years 
to develop a new typeface, I work on it 24/7, and no one is paying me for that time. 
I think I should get paid for my work. Especially when it comes to a brand that made 
more than $3 Billion selling their products and today embedding my type on every 
product they are selling. Not to forget the glamorous movie about Joy Mangano 
when she found out how powerful people tried to steal her own designs.

In Nadav’s own words....



each and EVERY FONT comes with a license

- how you may use fonts?

- how you may not use fonts?

- restrictions on font installations

- knowledge of kinds of license agreements is crucial

- agreements vary from fonts to fonts / makers to makers of 

  different fonts



Fonts from other foundries come with their 
own font End-User Licence Agreement 
(EULA) which is the sole legal authority for 
determining how you are permitted to use 
the font. 

ADOBE

LICENSING FAQ



What is EULA?

FONT LICENSING AGREEMENT

-   end-user license agreement is about Rights & Obligations of use
-   complete info on fonts and fontmakers
- Ttypefaces are subject to copyright, whereas fonts are protected by 
    software licenses depending on the use case
-   today, font licensing costs are based on quantitative parameters 
    such as: the number of users, the number of devices the font is 
    going to be installed on or the number of views a website gets





Source: fontfabric.com/blog



FONT v/s TYPEFACE in licensing matter

- a typeface is a set of letters, numbers and symbols that share a 
consistent design look, therefore having nothing to do with the 
actual piece of data that is licensed. 

- a font, on the other hand, comes in the form of a computer file, 
software or a program that sends a signal to your computer to 
display each character in a certain way. 



Source: fontfabric.com/blog



Fonts are Digital now

Fonts are software products & 

as such are subjects of licensing

Font licensing is the act of granting permission 
to use a digital font in a specific way



EULA use: few patterns that you may observe 
-  Expressive fonts (generally), you will see ‘no logo clause’

-  Free Fonts categories mostly Script, Display, sometimes awkward monospaced fonts too
-  Most Readable Text Type fonts would be licensed generally with logo/identity/commercial  
   design clause



EULA use: few patterns that you may observe 

-  EULA mostly covers use of fonts in non-commercial documents, such as 
   résumés or product literature, without any additional license

-  For digital publications / e-books few foundries provide special app-based 
   licences, but that adds to the additional costs of distribution through your 
   mobile apps

- ‘Monospaced fonts’ have a special category license handles provided by good 
   or established foundries [ITF, &Fonts by Hoefler&Co., etc.]

- For Branding Identity, pay extra with an additional license to the desktop/web 
  license [this provision is a mandatory EULA with most established type 
  foundries]



Source: fontfabric.com/blog

Work-for-Hire Scenario involving you & your client(s)



S - EULA?

STANDARD END USER LICENSE

A Standard User License is issued with 
individual font purchases on platforms and is 
most commonly predefined. As it is issued for 
popular uses of fonts, the standard user license 
includes typical terms and conditions, fixed for 
individuals, small teams and larger companies.

Trial License
Educational License
E-book License
Print License
App License
Web License



C - EULA?

CUSTOM END USER LICENSE

A Custom End-user License caters to specif-
ic inquiries mostly by companies, the custom 
end-user licenses might include a higher num-
ber of users (or an unlimited one), additional 
licenses for video, app creation, transferable 
rights, etc. Pricing is tailored to the scope of the 
company after a professional consultation and 
negotiations with the font’s owners.

Service License
Corporate License
Broadcasting License





A Personal Font Usage - own website, a university 

project or a DIY design of a poster for a birthday gift.

SIMPLE DESKTOP LICENSE

covers all designs you want

to restrict to your computer.

Build-in a Guilt-free collection

of FREE FONTS after...
> Reading the FREE agreement
> Installing Open Font Licence (OFL) 
   free software

> Designers prefer ‘Font Catalogs’



A Commercial Font Usage - when it comes 
to commercial use, licensing includes all 
types of communication materials that you 
would use for business (both internal and 
external) and on behalf of your clients — 
logos, business cards, websites, banner ads, 
etc.

POINT OF NOTE: DESKTOP LICENSE for 
Commercial Purpose
One thing that is strictly illicit is to give the desktop 

licensed fonts to your clients. If this is the case, they 

will need to purchase their own desktop license.

with Desktop License from FontFabric

Reinvent Law Hub design by FourPlus | font: Nexa



Keep in mind that if you plan to use 
a static image (also called rasterized 
image) that includes a font in a web 
environment, you won’t need a web 
font license, but a desktop one



Copyright / License matters 

COMMERCIAL LOGOS

a typeface may be customized & gets 
protected as a logo





TRADEMARK

& Logos

In many ways, trademark is much more broad than copyright. Where copyright doesn’t expand to 
things such as names, colors, typefaces, designs, etc. trademark does or at least can. However, 
trademark is also much more limited than copyright in that, where copyright is designed to pro-
tect against almost all unlicensed copying that is outside of fair use, trademark only deals with 
use of the mark that causes confusion in that company’s marketplace.

For example, Ace Hardware certainly has a trademark on their name, but they can’t stop Ace 
Bandages from also using the name as they are in separate markets (unless you are very care-
less when doing home repair). Likewise, Delta Airline and Delta Faucets share a trademark with-
out incident and Apple Computers and Apple Music also shared a mark without major conflict 
(beyond a scuffle in 1989), that is until Apple entered the music business with iTunes.

Source: https://www.plagiarismtoday.com/2010/08/12/trademark-copyright-and-logos/



Does trademark law protect typefaces?

Trademark law protects only the name of a 
typeface (The Brand), but not the design of 
the typeface.



If you concentrate on the letters “E” and “x”. The negative space between those 2 letters form an 
arrow pointing to the right side which signifies moving forward, because this is what the company 
does. This arrow was was achieved by designing a proprietary font based on Univers and Futura.

THIS IS NOT FONT MODIFICATION. 

GOOD PRACTICES 

(font usage for logos)



GOOD PRACTICES 

(font usage for logos)

Free fonts allow unrestricted use (including use for commercial projects and as logotype fonts), 
“free” fonts can sometimes be commercial fonts that are illegally copied.

Be careful and make sure that the fonts you are using come from a trusted source and that you un-
derstand your rights and obligations.

THIS MUST BE THE APPROACH WHILE USING ‘FREE FONTS’

just because the font is free, doesn�t mean you can use it!!be careful!!!



GOOD PRACTICES 

(font usage for logos)

‘FREE FONTS DOWNLOAD ETHIC’

-  If you buy font software and are allowed to download it to one computer only, but you need to 
   install it on more than one computer, buy another license for each computer.

-  Do not give your software to anyone else to “borrow” and resist the temptation to take the 
   software if it is offered to you by a friend or colleague.

-  Before you download “free” fonts from one of the hundreds of websites that offer them, check to 
   see if the website offers any copyright information about the fonts. Do they have permission to 
   give the fonts away?

-  Check web sites of companies like Font Bureau that design and license fonts. These companies 
   offer some of their fonts for free.

Source: https://www.lawyers.com/legal-info/intellectual-property/intellectual-property-licensing/company-sues-over-unauthorized-use-of-its-fonts.html



GOOD PRACTICES 

(font usage for logos)

Yes, provided you have a proper license for that font.

Also, remember that it’s a good idea to tweak the font in small ways so that it stands out from a 
simple logotype. Otherwise, your logo may look like thousands of other logos.

HOW TO  USE A FONT AS A LOGO ? IS THAT ETHICAL?



GOOD PRACTICES 

(font usage for logos)

You cannot resell Microsoft Word fonts as your 
own or as part of a collection, but you may use 
your legally acquired fonts commercially.





Bitmapped fonts are considered to be computerized representations of a typeface (and 
are not protected by copyright law).

On the other hand, scalable fonts (because they are incorporated as part of a program 
or software) are protected by copyright.

USE SCALABLE FONTS AS A PREFERANCE AND EDUCATE YOUR CLIENT ON THIS

GOOD PRACTICES 

(font usage for logos)



If you purchased the font or obtained a free 
font that was created for free commercial 
use, you may legally use the font as long as 
the EULA gives you the right to use it in the 
way you intend to use it (i.e. for logo design).
GOOD PRACTICES 

(font usage for logos)



&fontsbyHoefler&Co.
https://www.typography.com/faq/100

P22 Type Foundry’s Third Party Licence
https://www.youworkforthem.com/license.php?type=2&de-
signer=111

ITF:
https://www.indiantypefoundry.com/licensing

FROM FEW WELL KNOWN TYPE FOUNDRIES
(EULAs)



Thank You Needs 
No License!!

THANKFULLY!!
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